Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

Word list: invitation - national - waiter - education - position - timber - cashier - indeed

1. I got a(n) **request** ____________ to a party tonight that I know will be a lot of fun.

2. This **protected** ____________ park is full of beautiful scenery.

3. Parents often make sacrifices to give a good **schooling** ____________ to their children.

4. Pay the **teller** ____________ on the way out.

5. The **server** ____________ brought the menu and the wine list.

6. We had a very good time **truly** ________________.

7. We need a new load of **planks** ________________ to finish building our house.

8. Many people say that playing goalie is the most difficult **spot** ________________ in hockey.
Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

**Word list:** invitation - national - waiter - education - position - timber - cashier - indeed

1. I got a(n) **request** invitation to a party tonight that I know will be a lot of fun.

2. This **protected** national park is full of beautiful scenery.

3. Parents often make sacrifices to give a good **schooling** education to their children.

4. Pay the **teller** cashier on the way out.

5. The **server** waiter brought the menu and the wine list.

6. We had a very good time **truly** indeed.

7. We need a new load of **planks** timber to finish building our house.

8. Many people say that playing goalie is the most difficult **spot** position in hockey.